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Dream trip: A vintage drive with Wes Anderson appeal.

McLaren Vale vineyards.

WHERE TO NEXT?
Whether you’re packing your bags now or dreaming about adventures to come, look to a
Virtuoso travel advisor for inspiration and practical advice on navigating travel’s new landscape.
For close-to-home escapes or far-flung trips of a lifetime, Virtuoso advisors are your resource
for all the insight you need to plan a safe, successful, and unforgettable holiday. Their expertise
and access to Virtuoso’s network of the world’s best tour operators, hotels, cruise lines, and
other travel providers mean your most memorable trips are yet to come.
Find an advisor to make your next trip the best one yet at virtuoso.com.

JOSIE WITHERS

THE WORLD’S FINEST TRAVEL AGENCIES AND ADVISORS ARE VIRTUOSO.

The Viking Story
Centuries ago, amid the rugged nature of Norway,

Built for discovery and comfort, over 70 purpose-

exploration became a Norwegian tradition.

globe and all seven continents, sailing from

the Viking age was born. And as it flourished,

Today, just like the original Vikings, we are true

innovators when it comes to exploring the world.
Viking was founded in 1997 by Norwegian, Torstein

Hagen, with the purchase of four river ships in Russia.
Today, Viking remains a family-owned cruise line,
at the same time as it has become the world’s
leading – and largest – small-ship operator,
offering scenic cruising on state-of-the-art

vessels on the world’s rivers, oceans and lakes,
with expeditions launching in 2022.

built Viking ships explore the far corners of the

their homeport in Norway. Everywhere they go,

they carry a little bit of our Nordic heritage with
them, including the most extensive Norwegian
art collection at sea, and the largest private

collection of Edvard Munch works outside of Oslo.
Designed for discerning travellers with interests
in science, history, culture and cuisine, a voyage

with Viking is designed to be destination focused
and culturally enriching – it’s why Torstein Hagen
says Viking offers ‘The Thinking Person’s Cruise’,
in contrast to mainstream cruise lines.

— Torstein Hagen
Chairman, Viking

“Viking bills itself as ‘the thinking person’s cruise’
and that’s reflected in spending more time in ports,
with a focus on the destinations and their culture.”
— Ewan McDonald, Mindfood Magazine

W H AT V IK ING IS NOT
We do not try to be all things to all people — which means we can focus on delivering meaningful experiences,
tailored to you. While most cruise lines are building bigger and more over-the-top ships, offering a multitude
of experiences to a broad spectrum of ages, we provide you with all that you need, and nothing you don’t.
• No casinos
• No children under 18
• No crowds
• No inside staterooms
• No umbrella drinks
• No photographers
• No art auctions

• No charge for beer & wine
with lunch & dinner

• No charge for alternative
restaurants

• No charge for Wi-Fi
• No charge for use of selfservice laundry

• No entrance fee for The Spa
• No spa sales pressure
• No smoking
• No waiting in lines
• No formal nights, butlers, or
white gloves

• No nickel-and-diming

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR TO BEGIN YOUR VIKING JOURNEY

V IK ING ’S NE W EST JOUR NE YS
Explore all seven continents with Viking – New voyages departing 2021-23

E X PE D I T I O N C R U I S E S

M I S S I S S I PPI R I V E R C R U I S E S

Viking will bring its signature style to the ends of the earth
when its two purpose-built expedition ships launch in 2022.
Viking Octantis and Viking Polaris will sail to Antarctica, the
Arctic and the undiscovered Great Lakes of North America,
boasting industry-first features like two complimentary
underwater submersibles; an enclosed, in-ship marina called
‘The Hangar’ that allows for the comfortable launch of small
excursion craft; and an onboard Laboratory, where resident
scientists will conduct important research which guests can
take part in.

Picture yourself tapping your toes to the rhythm of American
folk, soul and jazz music, and learning about the Civil War
and American civil rights movement. Purpose-built for
America’s Great River and currently under construction
in Louisiana, Viking Mississippi will set a new standard for
modern river cruising in the region when she launches in
2022. The ship will blend the best of Viking’s river and ocean
cruise product to create a sleek, spacious and comfortable
way to explore.

Viking is busy building new ships, opening new destinations and creating new
itineraries so that when you are ready to travel again, you’ll have more choice
than ever before. Prepare to explore all seven continents of the world in comfort.

WOR LD CR UISE
The newly-announced 2021-2022 Viking World Cruise will
span 136 days, 56 ports and 27 countries, with overnight
stays in 11 iconic cities. Setting sail on 24 December 2021
from Fort Lauderdale to London via Central America,
the USA, Hawaii, Australasia, the Middle East and the
Mediterranean, the epic voyage will include three brandnew ports of call for Viking, including Phillip Island in
Victoria and Eden in NSW, and Yangon, Myanmar.

G A L Á PA G O S C R U I S E S
Expanding its destination-focused travel experiences,
Viking will launch small-group voyages to the Galapagos
Islands and South America from 2021. The voyages will
combine a fully guided land exploration in Peru and
Ecuador with an all-inclusive Galapagos Islands ocean
cruise in the company of experienced Naturalists and
Expedition Leaders. With a choice of three itineraries,
guests can look forward to thoughtfully exploring one of
the world’s most spectacular open-air wildlife museums.
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Window Seat
Capturing the world as seen
from 11,000 metres.

Image courtesy of The Ritz-Carlton, Rancho Mirage

Wide-open spaces. Endless blue skies. And plenty of room to explore
in Southern California’s most storied resort oasis. Refresh, unwind and
soak up some vitamin D.
It’s a place that could make a world of difference any time of year.

visitgreaterps.com

Editor’s Note

Silver
Linings

• Masks are the new must-have
accessories. Pro tip: Spritz
with an aromatherapy spray for
a mood boost.

O … THE YEAR

certainly didn’t turn
out like we’d hoped.
Ambitious travel plans
were scuttled, events were cancelled, and uncertainty still
looms. I try to keep my eyes on
the horizon, reminding myself
that this too shall pass.
While my family didn’t take
our usual international holiday,
we definitely had an abundance
of togetherness, and I’m grateful for this borrowed time with my 20and 17-year-olds. I spend most of my
week working from home on an endless
loop of video calls. But “home” these
days is where your computer is, and the
options expand when you can take that
computer to the beach, mountains, or
lake. (Let’s just say my kids perfected
their wakeboarding skills these last
few months.) I took a father-daughter
road trip to visit old family friends,
boarded my first flight in months for
a quick jaunt to the coast (I’ve never
been so happy – or nervous – to get on a
plane), and finally had time to commit
to weekly volunteer service with my
husband and kids.
This issue celebrates the beauty
of our own backyard. A photo essay
excerpted from the popular Accidentally Wes Anderson Instagram account

• Embrace your protocols. I’ve
always travelled with antibacterial
wipes and hand sanitiser, furtively
wiping down surfaces around me and
smiling apologetically to my seatmates. I’ll no longer be embarrassed
about my pre-emptive paranoia.

offers a quirky take on places that will
be within reach again someday, and
our sustainability report underscores
the economic, cultural, and environmental impact – and importance – of
our travels.
As always, in these pages you’ll
find inspiration for future trips and
ideas about where you can get away
now. (With ever-changing rules and
restrictions, your Virtuoso advisor is
your best resource for real-time information.) You’ll also read interviews
with travellers, industry insiders, and
advisors around the world, all of whom
point to the silver linings of this pause
in travel. Their positivity and optimism
reinforce our belief that travel will
endure – and that we’ll emerge from
this pandemic with an even greater
appreciation for the immeasurable
rewards of travel.

EDITORIAL DIRECTOR &
VICE PRESIDENT, CONTENT
esrnka@virtuoso.com
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• We’ll never not use a travel
advisor. We heard so many stories
of DIY travellers who were stranded
when travel restrictions were implemented earlier this year – and of
Virtuoso advisors who saved the day
(not to mention time and money).
As the world continues to reopen,
we value our Virtuoso advisors’
expertise, connections, and advocacy
more than ever.
• Travel is more than just the trip.
It’s about the excitement of planning,
the experience, and the memories
you make along the way. And it’s the
knowledge that you’re giving back just
by going – supporting local economies
and people whose livelihoods depend
on the travel and tourism industry.
• Seize the moment. As travel journalist Kellee Edwards tells us (page 28),
“Who’s to say you’ll have the chance
to do it again? Life is for living, not
contemplating and overthinking.”
KORENA BOLDING SINNETT

S

WHAT WE’VE LEARNED THIS YEAR
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WHALE
SHARKS
& WINES
OF THE
WEST
Enjoy unparalleled views of Uluru from the air, before stopping for lunch
Swim with whale sharks – the world's biggest fish – off Ningaloo Reef
Indulge in the epicurean delights of Margaret River and Coffin Bay

7 days by Business Class Jet, Sydney return, 2 May 2021, $14,900 per person, twin share
For full terms and conditions, see captainschoice.com.au/conditions. CC-579

We cover the breadth of the continent to explore four distinct regions in a single week.
Our journey takes place aboard our business class private jet and is reserved for just 35 guests.

SYDNEY
ULURU
NINGALOO REEF
MARGARET RIVER
PORT LINCOLN
SYDNEY

Discover our entire range of Australian & New Zealand Journeys by Private Aircraft
To secure your place or find out more, contact your Virtuoso Travel advisor

PASSPORT

PLACES
TRENDS
CULTURE
& STYLE

The Soul
of Oslo

PASSPORT IS REPORTED BY: Michael Frank and Elaine Glusac
12
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ADRÀ GOULA

More than 26,000 of Edvard Munch’s
works, including The Scream, will
move into the new Munch Museum
on Oslo’s waterfront this spring.
Spanish architecture firm
Estudio Herreros designed
the 11-gallery, 13-storey
glass-and-recycledaluminium landmark to
display artworks by Munch
and other modernist and
contemporary artists he
influenced – as well as some
of the best views of the Bjørvika
neighbourhood and bay from
its rooftop terrace bar. A special
double-height gallery shows
some of the artist’s largest works,
such as his eight-by-five-metre
mural, The Sun. munchmuseet.no.

ART & CULTURE

Art That Binds
Chicago’s Museum of Contemporary Art has responded to
pandemic-forced separations with Just Connect, a group show
exploring solitude and how people connect and interact with one
another in works by artists such as Emeka Ogboh, Jenny Holzer, and
Kerry James Marshall. Through 8 November; mcachicago.org.
Nicolas Africano’s I Get Hurt.
Below: A rendering of SpaceShipTwo’s passenger cabin.

SPACE TRAVEL

ROCKET SCIENCE

(DRESS) NICHOLAS ALAN COPE/THE METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART, (AFRICANO) MUSEUM
OF CONTEMPORARY ART CHICAGO/NICOLAS AFRICANO AND WEINSTEIN HAMMONS GALLERY

BACK IN BLACK
To celebrate the 150th anniversary of New York’s Metropolitan
Museum of Art, its Costume
Institute will exhibit About Time:
Fashion and Duration. The show
pairs related designs from different centuries, such as a shapely
1870s princess-line dress beside
Alexander McQueen’s tailored and
revealing Bumster skirt of 1995.
The collection of 120 pieces – all
black – aims to highlight fashion
cycles and shape-shifts among the
world’s most influential designers,
from Azzedine Alaïa to Yohji Yamamoto. 29 October 2020, through 7
February 2021; metmuseum.org.
Dutch designer Iris van
Herpen’s Timeline dress from her
2012-2013 collection.

Canopies woven from recycled
plastic bottles help Sarika blend
into its 55-hectare setting.

Virgin Galactic recently revealed the first glimpse of SpaceShipTwo’s cabin as part of
its 16-year quest to fly travellers into suborbital space: Mood lighting adjusts to various
stages of flight (and cuts out entirely in space to focus attention on Earth’s glow), a
dozen circular windows with soft foam rings double as handholds for moving about the
cabin during weightlessness, and a large tinted mirror at the rear allows passengers
to perfect their zero-g acrobatics. Designers streamlined the interior to maximise
passenger manoeuvrability. Seats are sized to fit individual passengers and feature
pilot-controlled recline settings for greater comfort when g-forces intensify, as well as
personal seat-back screens to display data and updates from the flight deck. Our favourite touch: 16 high-def cameras to record the experience, leaving passengers free to
take it all in rather than fumble with settings.
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Passport
GEAR UP

Sound
Improvements
Five favourite earbuds for workouts, travelling, and the new normal at home.

1. JBL Reflect Flow buds’ snug, secure
fit makes them great for workouts –
they’re also waterproof, so sweat or
getting caught in a downpour isn’t an
issue. A special “hear-through” mode
pipes in more outside noise as a safety
feature for running or biking near traffic.
10 hours of listening per charge. jbl.com.

➊
2. Apple’s AirPods Pro deliver superb
sound reproduction with active noisecancelling capability and an exceptionally comfortable fit. This pring, the company will introduce “spatial” separation
to its flagship buds through a software
update, so concert recordings, especially, will let you distinguish different voices
and instruments. 4.5 hours of listening
per charge. apple.com.

3. You’ll pay extra for them, but for playback time, stellar sound, and waterproof
design, Bang & Olufsen’s Beoplay E8
Sport buds are the king of the passivenoise-cancelling bunch. Like the JBLs,
they also offer a mode to allow in ambient sounds for safety. 7 hours of listening per charge. bang-olufsen.com.

➌

4. Sennheiser’s Momentum True
Wireless 2 earbuds offer active noise
cancelling to shut out the world’s din,
convey a pure sound profile with clear
highs and strong bass, and recognise
voice prompts to activate either Siri or
Google Assistant. 7 hours of listening
per charge. sennheiser.com.

➎
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➋

5. Jabra’s Elite 75t buds boast the best
active noise cancelling of the group and
sound quality that’s just slightly less
impressive than Apple’s, sacrificing
some clarity for deeper bass. 7.5 hours
of listening per charge. jabra.com.

➍

TRAVEL INTELLIGENCE

Value
Proposition

(COINS) GETTY IMAGES, (ICELAND) UMKEHRER/GETTY IMAGES

For when UK travel is possible again: A recent cut
to the UK’s value-added
tax (VAT) means a hotel
stay or dinner may cost
less. The cut, which applies to hotels, dining establishments, and entertainment venues, reduced
the VAT from 20 per cent
to 5 per cent through
January 12, 2021.

87
The percentage
of travellers
who feel ready
to take a road trip
now, according
to a recent
Virtuoso poll.

Freeze-frame: Iceland’s
lagoons beckon travellers.

 STAMP

OF
ASSURANCE

Travellers looking
for a little peace of
mind should keep an
eye out for the World
Travel & Tourism
Council’s new Safe
Travels stamp.
More than 1,200
companies, from tour
operators to cruise
lines, and destinations, from Slovenia
to Saint Petersburg,
have now received the
stamp. The WTTC’s
standards balance
current-moment
practicality with
long-term goals; for
example, companies
must provide employees with personal
protective equipment, but should also

consider eco-friendly
solutions and avoid
single-use products
where possible.
 WELL

the way are in keeping
with World Health Organization and World
Travel & Tourism
Council guidelines.

TRAVELLED

The modern traveller is getting a new
BFF: When guided
holidays begin again,
a dedicated wellbeing director will be
accompanying all Insight Vacations and
Luxury Gold trips
of 20 or more people
to uphold safety and
hygiene measures.
That means keeping
travellers up to date
on local regulations,
ensuring luggage is
sanitised before it
arrives at hotel rooms,
and confirming practices at all stops along

SMALL IS
THE NEW BIG



G Adventures has
launched a new
collection of smallgroup tours that cater
to just eight to ten
travellers and use
private vehicles. The
trips, slated to run
through 2021, span 27
countries and include
walking on northern Spain’s Camino
de Santiago, sailing
Thailand’s southern
islands, and visiting
Iceland’s natural wonders, such as geysers
and lagoons.
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Bon Voyage

ROLLING ON THE RIVER

Ship in the night: A rendering of
Viking Mississippi in Winona, Minnesota.

Sail in the spirit of Huckleberry Finn: Viking’s river
cruises have unveiled a first look at the 386-passenger Viking Mississippi, set to debut in August
2022, as well as its 2022 and 2023 itineraries. The
new ship will sail the length of America’s great river
from Minnesota to Louisiana, marking the line’s
first U.S. venture. During the 8- to 15-day sailings,
musicians will help travellers explore the roots of
Saint Louis blues, while cocktail classes in Natchez, Mississippi, invite cruisers to taste Sazeracs,
mint juleps, vieux carrés, and other southern U.S.
staples. On board, Scandinavian-style staterooms
and suites range from 25 to 95 square metres,
all including private balconies, heated bathroom
floors, and 24-hour room service. Throughout the
ship, eco-friendly fixtures include LED lighting and
solar panels, and floor-to-ceiling windows maximise natural sunlight. Be sure to check out the
top deck for barbecues on the open-air Aquavit
Terrace and sundowners by the infinity plunge
pool. Departures: Multiple dates, 27 August 2022,
through 2023.

FULL STEAM AHEAD
New sailings to plan for in 2021.

Seabourn has announced new seven-day
sailings between Tel Aviv and Athens aboard
the 604-passenger Seabourn Ovation for next
year’s Mediterranean season. Cruisers visit the
GreekIsles – tasting ouzo in Mykonos and learning folklore in Symi – and explore parts of
Turkey, including first-century archaeological
sites in Ephesus and beaches on the Turquoise
Coast. Departures: 7 and 14 August, 2021.

Seattle-based UnCruise Adventures specialises
in small-ship expeditions to places such as Alaska,
the Hawaiian Islands, and Mexico’s Sea of Cortés
(vessels accommodate 22 to 86 passengers). Next
year, the cruise line will launch a series of six-day
sailings in the Salish Sea on the U.S.-Canada
border to provide quick outdoor getaways – perfect for families and working professionals. Departures: Multiple dates, 9 May through 17 October, 2021.

SHIPSHAPE: Royal Caribbean International and Norwegian Cruise Line, in collaboration with sister lines Silversea and Celebrity Cruises,
respectively, have launched a Healthy Sail Panel of experts to ensure traveller wellbeing at sea. The panel, including scientists, hospitality
specialists, and public health officials, will create recommendations and protocols to share across the industry with other cruise lines, tour
operators, and hoteliers. Former U.S. Department of Health and Human Services secretary Mike Leavitt and former U.S. Food and Drug
Administration commissioner Dr. Scott Gottlieb will cochair the panel. Royal Caribbean’s new public health and chief medical officer, Dr.
Calvin Johnson, will collaborate with the panel to ensure health initiatives are met.
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Suite Talk

Mountain highs: Wellness
retreats at Alpina Gstaad.

SWISS FIX
Swiss mountain resort Alpina Gstaad aims to nourish guests post-lockdown with an enhanced focus on personal wellness.
In addition to hatha, vinyasa, and power yoga, the 56-room retreat has added yang yin (a mix of slow and dynamic practices), pi-yo-chi
(a combination of Pilates, yoga, and tai chi), Tibetan yoga, and yogic sleep (a three- to five-day programme focused on better rest)
to the lineup of group classes or one-on-one sessions. New two-day retreats focus on forest healing through mindful mountain walks,
and energy sound healing using gongs, singing bowls, and tuning forks. Travellers can bring a bit of the resort home with the
Alchemy Bar’s mix-them-yourself health and bath-and-body products.

SPYWEAR
Ian Fleming wrote the Bond novels from a Jamaican hideout that’s part of the presentday GoldenEye resort, home to 45 cottages and villas on the island’s northeast coast. To
celebrate the upcoming release of No Time to Die, the resort tapped British brand Orlebar
Brown for swim trunks featuring Fleming’s villa and its private beach. Available at the resort
boutique and orlebarbrown.com.
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Great Outdoors

For Heavens’ Sake
Worshipping the stars on Spain’s volcanic islands.

The Milky Way spangles
the sky over Tenerife’s
Teide National Park and
(opposite) the park by day.
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HOWARD LITHERLAND/ALAMY

BY JEN ROSE SMITH

D

AYLIGHT FADED AS I DROVE

been joined by stargazing travellers.
At a trailhead near Teide’s lower
slopes, I met with a star guide who’d
set up high-powered telescopes for the
evening’s group. We followed him down
a path lined by volcanic rock formations, jagged teeth rising to an unbroken swath of stars. To my right, I spotted the dim freckles of the Pleiades,
and the guide pointed out the North
Star’s steady light above the far horizon. In summer, he said, we’d see the
Milky Way sweeping past in a luminous
band; locals call it the Camino de Santiago, named for the pilgrimage footpath
spanning northern Spain.
Bundled against the mountain air, our
group took reverent turns at the telescopes. Venerating the skies is nothing
new in the Canaries. Archaeologists have
found temples here with architecture
fine-tuned to celestial rhythms, pointing to a cult of star worship. One such
site, on the neighbouring island of Gran
Canaria, is Risco Caído, a troglodyte settlement that joined the UNESCO World
Heritage list last year. There, in a temple
known simply as Cave Six, sun rays and
moonlight enter an ancient sanctuary
through a carved tunnel, painting shadows across the interior walls.
As stars arced past Teide’s summit,
the guide adjusted the telescope a final

time, focusing on the pale smudge of the
Andromeda galaxy. The nearest major
galaxy to our own, it’s still 2.5 million
light years away, the most distant object
that can be seen with the naked eye.
It’s easy to imagine Tenerife’s ancient inhabitants on a night as clear as
this one, watching the faraway galaxy
against a velvet-dark sky. Thousands of
years later, the view retains its power.
I looked a final time, then moved aside
as another stargazer took my place at
the telescope. He drew in a quick breath
when Andromeda came into sudden focus: “My god!” he said.

TIP
“When people think of the
Canary Islands, often the
resorts of Tenerife are top of
mind. But travellers who venture
farther across this volcanic
archipelago are rewarded with
four stunning national parks
boasting diverse landscapes,
from Spain’s highest mountain
to desertlike dunes and tropical
beaches rivalling those of the
South Pacific.”
– Sarah Lang,
Virtuoso travel advisor

(TEIDE NATIONAL PARK) ROSSHELEN/GETTY IMAGES

upward through Tenerife’s
misty pine forests, fado music
crackling over the car radio. The
air – along with the mournful tunes – went
suddenly clear when I left the trees and
entered Teide National Park. Below me, a
skirt of clouds spread to the horizon; high
above, stars framed the triangular profile
of El Teide volcano, Spain’s tallest peak.
Alluring beaches have long drawn European sun seekers to Spain’s Canary
Islands. Scattering westward from Morocco’s coast, the volcanic archipelago
(Tenerife is its largest and most populous
island) basks in African sunshine through
the northern hemisphere’s winter. But I’d
come for a nighttime show – the Canary
Islands are among the finest places on
earth to watch the sky.
“You have very high mountains surrounded by the ocean,” says Héctor
Socas, a researcher at the Canary Islands Institute of Astrophysics, whose
futuristic white observatory sprawls
over Teide’s flank. “That gives you ideal
conditions to make observations.” Highaltitude stargazing means less atmosphere to distort the view, while marine
weather reduces the air turbulence that
can have a blurring effect. Scientists
come from across the globe to look at the
stars here, and, in recent years, they’ve
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Great Outdoors

STAY

The village-style
Bahía del Duque.

White stucco architecture
and red-tiled roofs evoke a
traditional Canarian village at
Bahía del Duque, a resort that
wraps around a sheltered bay
on Tenerife’s sunny southern
coast. The property’s 288
rooms and 58 suites spiral
through lush gardens and
cascading pools, with eight
restaurants that range from
modern Basque to beach-club
casual, plus a wellness centre
with a thalassotherapy circuit.
After dinner, meet the property’s resident astronomer at
an on-site observatory for a
sparkling nightcap of stars.

MORE DARK-SKY DESTINATIONS

The show begins when the sun goes down.

CANADA
See constellations reel over
the Canadian Rockies at the
442-room Fairmont Jasper Park Lodge in Jasper
National Park, the world’s
second-largest Dark Sky
Preserve. At the hotel’s onsite planetarium, astronomy
experts lead virtual tours
of constellations and train
the Canadian Rockies’ most
powerful telescope on the
night sky. Watch for flickering
tongues of purple, green, and
blue light, too, as the aurora
borealis makes flash appearances above Jasper from
August to April.

renowned for stargazing,
the wildlife sanctuary is also
among the largest private
nature preserves in Africa.
Ker & Downey’s private,
customisable, eight-day flyin Namibia safari includes two
nights in the nature reserve
at the recently renovated
andBeyond Sossusvlei Desert Lodge, where an on-site
observatory and resident
astronomer help guests make

the most of the starry abundance overhead. Departures:
Any day through 2021.

IRELAND
Coastal hills on the Iveragh
Peninsula along the Wild
Atlantic Way frame twinkling
night skies in the Kerry International Dark Sky Reserve,
the first such reserve in
Ireland. Locals have long kept
an eye on the heavens here:

Some 6,000 years ago, the
peninsula’s Neolithic people
aligned their stone monuments to celestial events.
Now, moonless nights reveal
hosts of galaxies, nebulas, and
shooting stars. At the gateway
to the peninsula, the 72-room
Sheen Falls Lodge offers
falconry, outings on horseback, and salmon fishing on a
private stretch of river within
the 120-hectare estate.
A starry night
over Kerry.

Even in full sunlight, the Namib Desert resembles something from another planet,
with its Martian-red plains
grazed by spiral-horned kudu.
At night, it’s the dark skies
that dazzle in NamibRand
Nature Reserve. An International Dark Sky Reserve
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DON MACMONAGLE/ALAMY

NAMIBIA

Atrium, Seven Seas Explorer®

First Person

The Year
We Stayed
Home
When your backyard
becomes your entire world.
BY AMY CASSELL
ILLUSTRATIONS BY QUEENBE MONYEI
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A

RMED WITH THE CUTEST BABY MUG SHOT EVER, MY HUSBAND

and I took our 6-month-old daughter to apply for her first passport in
March. We had ambitious plans for the year ahead: Vancouver Island,
Florida, and, best of all, a two-week jaunt through Italy to see friends
get married and visit family. (One Saturday night, buoyed by takeaway sushi, a
soundly sleeping infant in the next room over, and a couple glasses of wine, we
even started talking about an adventure in Tokyo.)
That trip to the passport office was on 7 March B.C. – Before Coronavirus. It
turned out to be one of our last mask-free outings as a family before our stayat-home order two weeks later. The U.S. State Department stopped processing
nonessential passports in April. And, in an instant, all our plans – unlike us –
were up in the air.
In an alternate, limoncello-soaked reality, this essay would have been packed
with memories and lessons learned from our first big trip with Eleanor – our
grand Italian adventure as a party of three. (And my first trip to Italy too!)
We’d overnight in Rome, drive to Tuscany for the wedding weekend, then hop

Travel has always made me feel
most like myself. And after world-changing
moments – life, loss, a pandemic – we all
deserve to feel like ourselves.

a flight and a ferry to La Maddalena, the
tiny island off the coast of Sardinia where
my mother-in-law grew up. We’d meet
great-aunts and -uncles, and my husband
would translate as I tried to keep up with
the conversation. Eleanor would screech
while we dipped her toes in the Mediterranean. Connecting with extended family while building our own family – all the
makings of beautiful reflection, right?
We were ready. I’d done the research
and had the sleek travel crib and the
lightweight stroller in my online cart.
The extensive “surviving baby jet lag”
Googling was complete. I felt empowered by the friends with older kids who
kept encouraging us to “Go now!” They
said travelling with Eleanor would be
much easier before she could get bored
on airplanes and moody on car rides.

She’d be turning 1 while we were in Tuscany. We joked about letting her celebrate by digging into a slice of tiramisu.
I couldn’t wait to watch her grab for
strands of cacio e pepe at lunch. (I also
couldn’t wait to grab for strands of cacio
e pepe at lunch.)
Instead, I’m at home, where we’ve
more or less been for the past six months.
I’m writing this in my new office, which
is really just a desk tucked in the corner
of a spare bedroom. According to the
State Department’s Passport Application Status website, Eleanor’s passport
is still processing. After this year, I think
we’re all still processing.
I know: She won’t be disappointed
by these foiled first-birthday plans because she won’t remember this year.
I don’t remember my early holidays

either, but I still love asking my mum
to tell me about them. There was the
long road trip for Christmas when I
was 14 months old. (A horrible idea in
hindsight, she admits. We flew home
while my dad and grandpa drove the car
back.) And the summer lake getaway.
My mum chuckles while telling me how
I ran around all day and then refused
to fall asleep until 4 am – not surprising, given that my own daughter likes to
party at midnight too.
My mum lights up over these memories. So, as much as I’m disappointed for
Eleanor this year, I think it’s clear that
I’m really disappointed for me. I want to
start collecting stories that I can tell my
daughter about later. And I want to travel
again. Though having a child is a beautiful, fulfilling, no-regrets experience, it
can also be an overwhelming, lonely, and
disorienting one. There’s an unbelievable rush of love and a momentous loss
of independence. But travel has always
made me feel most like myself. And after world-changing moments – life, loss,
a pandemic – we all deserve to feel like
ourselves.
It’s a privilege to be able to travel
abroad as a family; I don’t take that for
granted. But amid everything that’s
going on in the world right now, I still
believe you’re allowed to feel sad about
cancelled holiday plans. It’s OK to wallow for a minute. Yet what this year could
have been is what next year might be. I’m
still looking forward to Eleanor’s first
scoop of gelato on the Via del Corso, and
now I’ve got a few extra months to learn
a little more Italian than grazie and allora. And the passport offices have slowly
started to reopen. Here’s to filling my
daughter’s fresh one with stamps someday soon.
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Point of View

Overtourism
Three travel-industry insiders on how we can help, great unsung spots,
and skirting the crowds (when that’s a thing again).
INTERVIEWS BY ADAM ERACE

ANDREA GRISDALE
CEO, IC Bellagio

COVID-19 HAS PRESENTED HUGE OP-

portunities for travelling in Italy. I think
this will be the only year ever when you
can enjoy major destinations and sites
without the crowds. Just two weeks ago
I was in Piazza San Pietro at 3 pm, and
there were no crowds. Places like the
Vatican Museums have hugely reduced
admissions, so the experience is much
more pleasant. I think this will be the
year Italians get to love holidaying in
their own country.
There is talk about cruise ships starting back from Venice soon, something
we can very easily link to overtourism.
Rome and Venice are the destinations
from which many cruises start and end
their itineraries. Or, last year and the
year before, there were some days where
we had 9,000 people getting off a ship in
one day destined for the Cinque Terre.
And if you put those 9,000 people together with the day visitors and the people who are staying there, it’s total chaos.
In the last five years, it’s become more
and more a situation of also managing
our itineraries around when we know
there’s going to be that huge amount
of people at that time and in that place.
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While many people see overtourism as a
problem, we see it as an opportunity.
Capri is a fabulous example. Everyone
links Capri with the Blue Grotto. We
start our itinerary later in the day and
actually go first around the back of the
island, so our guests get to see the other
beautiful grottoes, and usually there is
nobody there. They can do their swimming and go to the private little beaches,
and then by the time they come to the
front of the island, and they see the circus at the Blue Grotto, we ask, “Would
you still like to go?” and it’s like, “No,
no, no, get me out of here!” And by the
time they’re arriving at Capri, it’s four
in the afternoon, which is also what time
the crowds leave. So then they get Capri
all to themselves, with a huge highlight
being by the time they get back on their
boat to the Amalfi Coast, the sun is generally setting over Capri.
Overtourism is mentioned in about 50
per cent of our requests. They will say,
“We would love to go when there’s less
people” or “We would be willing to wake
up early if it meant avoiding the crowds.”
To help us understand the client, a great
question we ask is, “How comfortable
would you be enjoying dinner with a local family in their home?” and if people
say they would love it, obviously we
would feel a lot more comfortable going
into regions or areas which are perhaps
less frequented by international travellers. Say, for example, we’re in the height
of summer in the Tuscan countryside
– our driver-guides might say, “Listen,
if you want, we can go to Siena or San
Gimignano, which I know is going to be
quite busy today, or I can take you to San
Donato, one of my favourite towns, at

the top of a hill with stunning views, very
authentic.” It’s all about giving the traveller bragging rights. They can go home
and say, “What do you mean you’ve
never heard of San Donato? It’s the most
amazing place.”
IC Bellagio is an on-site tour operator
based in Lake Como that works with Virtuoso travel advisors to create custom trips.

CATHERINE HEALD
Cofounder and CEO, Remote Lands

WITH THE EXCEPTION OF INDIA, ASIA

has relatively few Covid cases and
deaths, and the countries are all well
into recovery and largely reopened. Siem
Reap and Angkor Wat, which is usually
totally overrun with tour buses, are completely empty. This may never happen
again in our lifetimes.
In Kyoto, the temples and gardens
are usually packed, but are now empty.
When Japan first opens, I expect this
will continue for a few months until
people are able to plan trips again. But
when travel returns to pre-Covid levels, as it inevitably will, travellers can
combat overtourism by avoiding the

most famous destinations and instead
venturing off the beaten path. In Japan,
minimise time in Kyoto and Tokyo, and
instead focus on remote corners of Hokkaido, Shikoku, and Kyushu. Elsewhere
in Asia, in Indonesia, for example, they
can minimise their time on Bali and
instead go to Java, Sumatra, Borneo,
Sulawesi, and Sumba. In India, skip Rajasthan and instead focus on Darjeeling,
Sikkim, Madhya Pradesh, and Ladakh.
These destinations are what I call underrated and underappreciated Asia.
While we always want to lead our clients away from the crowds, there’s the
dilemma of wanting to visit must-see
places, like Angkor Wat. That’s something most people want to do in their
lifetimes, so it’s our job to figure out a
way to avoid the crowds and have a more
private experience, whether it’s the timing to avoid the tour buses, like going
very early, or going in through a different entrance, as well as visiting a lot of
other smaller temples that are wonderful but nobody goes to them. Or Everest:
In Nepal, which is still closed and really
suffering, as they depend very much on
tourism, I assume it will take some time
to get back to pre-Covid numbers, especially for group travel, so early 2021 will
probably be an excellent time for hiking
Everest without crowds, especially for
individual travellers.
Remote Lands is an Asia tour operator
specialising in off-the-beaten-path and custom itineraries.

ALONSO ROGGERO
General manager,
Metropolitan Touring Peru

THE REVIVAL OF TOURISM HAS JUST

started in Peru, but incoming travel will
continue to be very slow in the rest of

“When travel returns to pre-Covid
levels, as it inevitably will,
travellers can combat overtourism
by avoiding the most famous
destinations and instead venturing
off the beaten path.”

2020, mainly due to the fear of Covid and
the economic impact of the crisis. Since
Machu Picchu overshadows everything
else, 95 per cent of our visitors come here
to go there; it’s like going to Paris and seeing the Eiffel Tower. But the experience
wasn’t the best because of the amount of
people – more than 4,000 per day before
Covid. Now, a very low limit of visitors
has been set, 675 per day (75 per hour).
This daily limit will be increased as protocols and control measures improve. So
whoever has the opportunity to come to
Machu Picchu in 2020 will undoubtedly
enjoy it with very few people around.
In normal times, to ensure our clients have the best experience at Machu Picchu, we try to avoid morning
visits. There’s a belief that the sunrise
on Machu Picchu is something special,
but since it’s in the middle of a cloud
forest, it’s usually cloudy, especially in
the mornings. We go in the afternoon,
when it’s usually sunny and there are
fewer people. Another suggestion is to
overnight in Machu Picchu so you can
experience it in the afternoon with
fewer people, and then on the following morning, if you like, you can go back
very, very early before people arrive by
train, or climb to the Huayna Picchu
mountain, an in-demand experience
within Machu Picchu that’s only available during the morning.
But we also recommend other Inca
sites, like Choquequirao and Huchuy
Qosqo, that don’t have the branding
yet but could be as impressive as Machu
Picchu. For visitors who want to com-

bat overtourism, the most important
thing is to open your mind to other possibilities; prioritise unique and superauthentic experiences in uncrowded
destinations. For example, in Peru, we
also have the northern coast, with sunny and warm beaches all year round;
the southern coast with amazing deserts; and many Andean destinations,
plus the Amazon. Brazil has positioned
itself as “the Amazon,” but the Amazon River is born in Peru and our rain
forest is pristine. Travelling in Peru is
usually very intense: There are lots of
early wake-ups, lots of flights, packing
and unpacking, plus high altitude, so at
the end, it’s nice to have a more relaxing
experience like an Amazon cruise or
lodge, an escape to the beach, or a few
days at a Paracas desert resort.
Most tourists come to Peru for a
week, and they just check off the southern Peru circuit – Arequipa, Cuzco,
Sacred Valley, Machu Picchu, Lake
Titicaca, and Puerto Maldonado. But
northern Peru is super interesting:
Trujillo, Chiclayo, Chachapoyas, which
our tourism board has been putting in
a lot of effort and money to promote.
While southern Peru is all about Inca
sites, the north is pre-Inca sites, and
while they’re a lot older than Machu
Picchu, they are recent discoveries, so
you can see the actual teams of archaeologists digging and working there.
Metropolitan Touring Peru is an
on-site tour operator based in Lima that
works with Virtuoso travel advisors to
craft custom itineraries in the country.
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In My Bag

My Travel Essentials
Kellee Edwards takes her show on roads less travelled.

T

RAVEL AND ADVENTURE
journalist Kellee Edwards
has journeyed more than
300 kilometres along the
Peruvian Amazon to visit remote
tribes, searched for mummies in
Alaska, piloted a Cessna 172 along
the Kimberley coastline, and gone
cave swimming in Fiji’s Yasawa
Islands. “If you’re the least bit curious
about experiencing something, that’s
the perfect reason to do it,” she says.
“Who’s to say you’ll have the chance
to do it again? Life is for living, not
contemplating and overthinking.”
Pre-pandemic, the host of the Travel
Channel’s Mysterious Islands and,
more recently, of Travel + Leisure’s
“Let’s Go Together” podcast travelled at least twice a month for her
projects or for fun. For now, she
welcomes the opportunity to explore
within the U.S. and her third trip
to Alaska, one of her favourite adventure playgrounds.

7.

I DON’T LEAVE HOME WITHOUT:

6. I use the latest GoPro, the
7.

2. Une Piece Sexy Rashie

is UPF 50+, protects my arms,
and comes in a great mix of
solids and patterns.

Garmin’s InReach Explorer+ satellite communicator lets
me send a text from anywhere
in the world to let loved ones
know I’m OK. Hi, Mom!

3. The Patagonia Nano

8. Rest & Renew satin

Puff is compact, warm,
and travels well.

3.

only camera that can go anywhere I go by land, air, or sea.

pillow protectors help me
avoid bed head.

9.

4. I organise gadgets, cords, 9. The Yeti Panga
and toiletries in Isaac Mizrahi
mesh pouches.

5.

I wear a red lip on all my
adventures, and Fenty Beauty
Stunna lip paint lasts throughout the day.
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backpack 28 is waterproof
and extremely durable.

10.

An EightyFive
EightySix mesh sling bag holds
smaller essentials for quick
access on the go.

5.

KELLEE EDWARDS

1.

My Lo & Sons O.G. 2 holds
everything I need for flying and
is perfect for taking to meetings
as well.

A NE W EA SYGO IN G WAY TO G O ACTI V E

Easygoing E-biking,
Multi-Adventure
and Walking Trips
Set your own easygoing pace on a new
kind of Backroads journey. You choose
how each day unfolds, whether it’s
adagio or a bit up-tempo. Welcome
to active travel the way you want
to play it: Dolce Tempo.

Relaxed pace.
Stylish comfort.
Unique access.
Authentic
experiences.

WE ARE YOUR ACTIVE TRAVEL EXPERTS

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor today for details and reservations.

Sustainable
Travel Report

GREATER GOOD

DC COLOMBIA/GETTY IMAGES
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Galápagos best practices, looking out for the locals, and industry insiders on travel’s future.

Natural intrigue: Bartolomé
Island in the Galápagos.
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GOOD NEWS

The latest in supporting local economies, celebrating cultures,
and protecting the environment. REPORTED BY MARIKA CAIN

An eagle hunter in
Mongolia and (left)
the Mwema Children
Centre near Elewana The Manor.

Nomadic Expeditions
helped found Mongolia’s
Golden Eagle Festival
20 years ago, securing
the continuation of the
area’s ancient falconry
tradition – and creating an enduring draw
for travellers. Now the
tour operator is funding a research initiative to support golden
eagle conservation, a
logical next step for this
sustainability-minded
operation. The project, conducted by the
Wildlife Science and
Conservation Center
of Mongolia, includes
a study of western
Mongolia’s golden eagle
population and review
of the long cultural
tradition of hunting with
golden eagles.

GOOD NEIGHBOURS
Through its charitable arm, safari company Elewana Collection has launched
a fund for locals affected by the recent
downturn in East African tourism. The
Land & Life Foundation’s Elewana Pamoja Fund supports communities neighbouring Elewana’s properties through
a variety of initiatives, from providing
meals for children at an orphanage and
a girls school near Elewana The Manor
at Ngorongoro to supporting wildlife
protection in Kenya and Tanzania.
Travellers who want to pitch in can make
donations through Elewana’s Land & Life
Foundation. landandlife.foundation.
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Raising the Bars
Kempinski Hotels is turning waste into wellbeing through a new partnership with
Clean the World. The organisation collects discarded soap from Kempinski properties, runs it through a refining and sanitisation process, reinvents it as fresh bars
of soap, and distributes it to groups such as World Vision and the Red Cross. The
end result: Hygiene products that might otherwise be discarded instead wind up at
homeless shelters, food pantries, and refugee camps around the world, helping to
prevent disease – an especially squeaky-clean mission in Covid-19 times.

(EAGLE HUNTER) OLEH SLOBODENIUK/GETTY IMAGES, (SOAP) PANNONIA/GETTY IMAGES

GOLDEN EAGLE
STANDARD

TAKE
ONLY PICTURES

The Galápagos’ South
Plaza Island and
(above) Aura Banda.

(AURA BANDA) GREG ARANEA, (GALÁPAGOS) BLUEORANGE STUDIO/GETTY IMAGES/ISTOCK PHOTO

Silversea naturalist guide and environmental
manager – and third-generation Galápagos
resident – Aura Banda on seeing her favourite
destination responsibly.

WHY THE GALÁPAGOS? The Galápagos is one of the most pristine archipelagos in the world.
What you see now is probably
not so different from what Darwin saw in 1835. And on some
islands, what you see is even
better than what it was before,
thanks to the amazing conservation efforts and continued
work of the Galápagos National
Park. From Galápagos giant
tortoises to the only marine
iguana in the world, the only
penguin that lives on the equator, and 17 different species
of Darwin’s finches, what you
encounter here is truly unique.
Where else could you swim
with penguins and parrotfish
at the same time?
WHAT DO NATURALISTS BRING
TO THE GALÁPAGOS EXPERIENCE?
Visiting the islands without a
naturalist guide is like watching
a fascinating nature documentary without the sound. Here,
naturalists are prepared by the
Galápagos National Park, and
they have to be permanent residents of the islands. So when you
visit the islands with a naturalist, you’re benefiting from the
insight of a person who knows
these islands intimately and has
a deep passion for the region.

WHAT ARE SOME TIPS FOR SUSTAINABLE WILDLIFE VIEWING?
When the time comes to
resume travel, start by choosing the right company to travel
with. Companies that invest
in the places they visit are also
contributing to the protection of the place. Once you
encounter wildlife, observe it
with respect. Don’t disturb the
animals, don’t call them, don’t
feed them – just enjoy the privilege of being there with them.
Take photos, but don’t take
anything else. We don’t have to
take rocks, sand, and feathers
as souvenirs. Contribute to
NGOs or projects in the area.
Be an ambassador and spread
the word about the importance
of visiting and keeping the
place for future generations.
The Silversea Fund for the
Galápagos will finance projects
related to youth empowerment, education and training,
and science, technology, and
conservation. I believe that it’s
our responsibility to prepare
the children of the Galápagos
to protect the islands for
the future, and the only way
to prepare them is to educate
them about the importance
of their home.
– Interview by Ariel Shearer

Silversea Cruises’ 100-passenger, all-suite Silver Origin,
a purpose-built Galápagos vessel, will preserve the region’s
delicate sea floor with anchorless positioning technology and
minimise waste with in-suite water-purification systems that
cut the need for single-use water bottles. Natural immersion
prevails on board and on shore: Travellers can take in pristine
seascapes and spot wildlife from ocean-view showers (in some
suites), and greet the archipelago’s marine iguanas, bluefooted boobies, and sea lions up close during Zodiac tours and
guided island hikes.

The travel-size Rahua Enchanted
Island Lotion Mist features Galápagos-inspired guava and passion fruit
oils, and donates a portion of proceeds to The Pink Flamingo Project,
which funds protection of Galápagos
species. rahua.com.
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FORWARD THINKING
Industry leaders on where sustainable travel is headed. INTERVIEWS BY JOEL CENTANO

the globe. But as the pandemic forced the world to take a
collective time-out, it also paused many of the economic
opportunities that travel – when done well – creates in the
communities we visit. Here, our panelists’ thoughts on
the benefits of responsible tourism – and their hopes for
the future.

Ashish Sanghrajka
President, Big Five Tours & Expeditions

WE HAVE MUCH REBUILDING TO DO. ONCE THE PANDEMIC TOOK AWAY
our ability to travel, we saw tens of thousands of people become impoverished and an
alarming rise in poaching. Sustainable travel represents the single biggest resistance to
these issues.
Employment opportunities created by tourism give locals a vital seat at the table. This
is still the best way for travel dollars to directly reach Indigenous communities. Our company is built on this belief, from the hotels we visit – where at least 85 per cent of staff come
from the local area – to providing entrepreneurship education to women weavers in Peru.
With travel on hold, we shifted our focus to raising funds for those in need.
One silver lining of the pandemic: It’s made the need to get off the beaten track
all the more important. The essence of a country is in the spaces between the large
attractions and crowds, where life remains much the way it was 300 years ago. If we
can maintain the need to travel with purpose and remain humble in seeing travel as a
privilege, a bright future will be waiting.

Big Five has
focused on supporting women
weavers in Peru.
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Francesco Galli Zugaro
CEO and founder,
Aqua Expeditions

THE WORLD’S PAUSE
brought awareness to the
impacts of overtourism.
Travellers are re-evaluating
their priorities. Moving
forward, they’ll be seeking
out companies whose value
propositions go beyond comfort and luxury to provide
meaningful experiences
and show how their journeys
support local economies.
From the beginning, we’ve
been committed to contributing to communities and
protecting the environment.
But the pandemic allowed us
time to rethink our approach.
One example is our support
for the paiche project in the
Peruvian Amazon, where we
partner with local fishers
working to nurse populations
of this endangered species
of native fish back to health.
In addition to serving their
sustainably caught fish
on board Aria Amazon, we
provide the tools needed to
expand their business and sell
to new markets throughout
the country.
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Sustainable travel matters now more than ever. That’s our
takeaway after interviewing nine industry experts, who
all emphasised its role in preserving the environment,
protecting cultures, and, perhaps most pressing in the wake
of the coronavirus, supporting local economies. Last year,
tourism accounted for one in ten (330 million) jobs around

Kirsten Dixon
Owner and chef, Within the
Wild Adventure Company

OVER THE PAST FEW DEcades, travel has become the
third-most-important industry in Alaska, behind oil and
seafood. Oil is in decline here,
and the seafood industry is in
peril. Travel will save our state
by providing a sustainable
revenue source.
Overtourism, we’ve known, is
detrimental to nature – and now
we know that crowding is detrimental to our health. In Alaska,
there’s been a trend toward
bigger, bigger, and more – more
cruise ships with more people
on board, more buses heading
to Denali. Can we all take a beat
and step back and value quality
over quantity? My family owns
two wilderness lodges that
accommodate only 12 people
each. The ROI is not a businessschool model, but we have a
tremendous quality of life. We
have to protect and preserve
those places we wish to survive
for future generations.

Preserving Alaska’s
wild spaces.

Pause to reflect:
Angkor Wat.

Marina Elsener
Director, sustainable development and communications,
North and Central America,
Accor hotel group

John Roberts
Group director of sustainability
and conservation,
Anantara Hotels,
Resorts & Spas

THE PANDEMIC HAS
demonstrated how interconnected our world is, and my
hope is that this pause will lead
to a heightened consciousness
in the tourism industry. It’s
important that travel providers acknowledge and embrace
their responsibility to the
planet and people living and
working in the places where
they operate. A few key areas of
focus should include conserving water and limiting energy
consumption; serving healthy
and sustainable food; eliminating single-use plastics; promoting local hiring, development,
diversity, and inclusion; and
protecting local communities,
culture, and heritage. Many
companies have long been
committed to addressing these
issues, but there is always more
that can be done.

THE UPSIDE FOR SUSTAINability is that destinations and
hotels that can provide space
and privacy will now be the
ones most in demand. And it’s
these smaller hotels that find
it easier to implement sustainable best practices such as
sourcing local foods, providing
community-curated tours, and
caring for the natural world.
With current concerns about
long-haul travel, I hope that
travellers will seek new experiences in their home countries.
I’d also like to see Anantara
get more involved in naturebased tourism, similar to our
camps in Cambodia and East
Africa. This model has already
shown how a socially distant,
nature-immersive guest
experience can protect the
environment and fund broader
conservation programmes.
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Case in point:
Ireland’s Wild
Atlantic Way.

Gerald Lawless
Ambassador, World Travel & Tourism
Council; former president
and CEO, Jumeirah Group

INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL PROVIDES A DIRECT EXPORT CONtribution to the recipient country and ensures that local communities
receive this economic benefit. This is particularly important in the
developing world.
We need to measure success not only in terms of numbers of people
taking trips, but also in the value of such trips economically, socially,
and environmentally. I’d also like to see contributions to carbon-offset
programmes and initiatives such as the Emirates Airline Foundation,
which supports education in developing countries, be encouraged
through tax breaks. And destinations that draw large crowds need to
work with alternative nearby attractions to ease demand. Ireland’s
introduction of the Wild Atlantic Way is a good example of how we can
move visitors away from main centres such as Dublin. Economically,
this has had a significant effect on small towns and villages along the
seaboard, which helps the slowdown of population drift to larger cities.
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WHEN WE TRAVEL, WE’RE
guests in another country
being welcomed into the
cultural embrace of the place
we’re visiting. We need to treat
that experience and the giver
of that experience with utmost
respect, honour, and care. The
“giver” is not only the hotel
or tour guide, but the airport
employees, essential workers,
neighbourhoods, land, and
entire ecosystem of the place we
visit. Travel is a gift that enables
us to experience other cultures,
and we need to see it as such. My
hope for the future is that more
travellers adopt this perspective, and not only “take” the
experience, but give back to
destinations in a positive way.
One way to do this is through
community service. On a visit
to Rio de Janeiro, for instance,
I volunteered in a favela (a
shanty settlement) where we
cleaned and organised a school
and library. As much as I love
shopping and supporting local
merchants, there’s something
especially inspiring about
participating in community
events. Making a positive impact on others touches your
soul in a different way than
spending can.
A chance for
change in Rio.
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Sarah Taylor
Virtuoso travel advisor

Locally crafted
finds in Tanzania.

Sherwin Banda
President,
African Travel, Inc.

(BEADING) SOHADISZNO/GETTY IMAGES/ISTOCKPHOTO

TOURISM REPRESENTS 7.1 PER CENT
of Africa’s GDP and is a significant
tool for economic development and
job creation on the continent. Before Covid-19, many parts of Africa
saw incredible growth; for example,
Rwanda’s tourism GDP grew by 10.9
per cent in 2019 due to its support for
projects that promoted sustainability
while benefiting the local people.
Women are a driving force in Africa, so
we look to support them on our safaris.
In South Africa’s Sabi Sabi game reserve,
we connect guests with female rangers,
and in Tanzania, we give them beaded
gifts made by women from the isolated
Mkonoo Terrat village. This income
helps the women care for their elders and
send their children to school.
Africa is already a top destination for
2021, with more people now looking
for the natural spaces that a safari provides. It will be important for governments to balance human needs to manage this growth and ensure everyone’s
wellbeing, and I hope they’ll look to
past successes in places like Botswana,
Rwanda, and Kenya. Travel matters,
and when harnessed correctly, it will
change the world.

Africa is already a top destination for 2021,
with more people now looking for the natural
spaces that a safari provides.

Erin Green
Virtuoso travel advisor

TRAVEL BRINGS PEOPLE TOGETHER. IT ALLOWS US TO LEARN ABOUT DIFFERENT WAYS
of life and appreciate beautiful destinations we’ll want to protect. As our world goes through this challenging time, it’s vital that we continue to build these levels of understanding. And because climate
change poses such a huge threat – both for travel and life in general – it’s critical that we continue
to place pressure on the airline industry to research and develop new fuels and technologies to help
reduce carbon emissions.
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FANCY
From opposite left:
Delinquente Wine Co.,
farm-fresh shared plates
at S.C. Pannell, McLaren
Vale vineyards, and BK
Wines owners Brendon and
Kirstyn Keys.

A laid-back scene and
winemakers’ independent,
experimental streak make
South Australia one
of the most exciting
wine regions going.
STORY AND PHOTOGRAPHY
BY JOSIE WITHERS
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The
beautiful
thing

Riverland
Delinquente Wine Co.
winemaker Con-Greg
Grigoriou with pup
Brooklyn at the cellar
door (a converted
1852 church).
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ABOUT WINETASTING IN
South Australia is that, despite
the close proximity of its wine
regions to each other, their
diverse climates, landscapes,
and terroir become abundantly
clear to first-time visitors.
Barossa is quite warm, with
mild nighttime temperatures;
shiraz reigns supreme, but
varieties such as sangiovese
also thrive in the valley. Only
an hour’s drive away, the
Adelaide Hills’ higher elevation, increased rain, and cooler
daytime temps produce pinot
noir and chardonnay that rival
Burgundy’s. Seaside McLaren
Vale is reminiscent of the
South of France or Sicily, with
vivid examples of grenache and
chenin blanc, while hot, inland
Riverland sees vermentino and
fiano flourish. The individuality of South Australia’s wine regions makes it one of the most
exciting places in the whole
world for wine right now.
Too often, the eastern states
get all the holiday glory. But in
South Australia we’re spoiled
for choice with beaches, which
are largely untouched and not
overdeveloped like those in
some of the country’s betterknown destinations. I was born
and grew up in South Australia
and moved back to Adelaide a
few years ago. It’s much smaller
than Melbourne and Sydney
and runs at a slower pace, yet
the city has evolved a lot in the
past five years, during which
many of its vacant laneways
have been transformed with
tiny wine bars and eateries
showcasing small-scale, local
winemakers and producers in a
lively atmosphere.

King George Falls,
Kimberley, Australia.

THE BEAUTY OF
OUR OWN BACKYARD

Montgomery Reef, off
the Kimberley coast.

ADVERTISEMENT

You don’t have to go far to get away. If you’ve been eager to return to our region’s wild
landscapes, colourful cities, and ancient cultures, join Silversea’s flagship Silver Muse or
the purpose-built expedition vessel Silver Explorer for close-to-home all-inclusive voyages
throughout Australia, New Zealand, and the South Pacific.
Breeze through embarkation on the way to your butler-serviced, ocean-view suite. Feast on regional specialities and classic
favourites in onboard dining venues, or relax with complimentary, 24-hour in-suite dining. Partake in as much relaxation or
exhilaration as you please; with Silversea, luxury has no limits.
From fascinating cooking demonstrations to educational talks about wildlife, Silversea’s attentive staff ensures you
have everything you need, and then some. Start your day with a steaming cappuccino at The Grill, or treat yourself to
a rejuvenating hot stone massage or acupuncture session in the elegant Zagara Spa. Your butler can even arrange an
in-suite cocktail party for those evenings you’d rather enjoy free-flowing Champagne and pinot noir from the comfort
of your private veranda.

SILVERSEA’S ALL-INCLUSIVE LIFESTYLE
• Spacious, ocean-view suites
• Butler service in every suite
• Personalised service – nearly
one crew member for every guest
• Included beverages in suite and
throughout the ship, including
Champagne, select wines, and beers

• Choice of restaurants, diverse
cuisine, and open-seating dining
• Complimentary 24-hour in-suite
dining service
• Onboard entertainment and
enrichment programmes
• Onboard gratuities and Wi-Fi
always included

With voyages that depart from ports like Auckland and
Darwin, it’s easier than ever to start planning your next
holiday. Whether you’re tempted by the sugary-white
beaches and juicy mangoes of Lautoka, the plunging
waterfalls and imposing rock formations of the Kimberley,
or the urban vibe of Melbourne, with its award-winning
restaurants and art galleries, only Silversea lets you travel
in a way that’s far from ordinary, yet close to home.

Kaikoura,
New Zealand

Silver Muse in
Sydney, Australia

Napier,
New Zealand

AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND
Silver Muse • 28 Days • 5 January 2021

Auckland, New Zealand • Napier, New Zealand • Picton, New Zealand • Kaikoura, New Zealand •
Lyttleton, New Zealand • Dunedin, New Zealand • Stewart Island, New Zealand • Cruising Doubtful
Sound • Cruising Milford Sound • Melbourne, Australia overnight • Sydney, Australia • Isle of Pines,
New Caledonia • Nouméa, New Caledonia • Lenakel, Vanuatu • Luganville, Vanuatu • Port Vila, Vanuatu •
Lautoka, Fiji • Dravuni, Fiji • Bay of Islands, New Zealand • Auckland, New Zealand

Vista Suite fares from $15,600

Veranda Suite fares from $19,600
Silver Suite fares from $32,600

KIMBERLEY EXPEDITION
Silver Explorer • 10 Days • 4 July 2021

Darwin, Australia • Matakus Island, Indonesia • Wyndham, Australia • King George River (Kimberley),
Australia • Hunter River Region (Kimberley), Australia overnight • Buccaneer Archipelago Region,
Australia overnight • Broome (Kimberley), Australia
All fares are per person, in Australian dollars.

Please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor for special offers and savings.

Adventurer Suite fares from $12,780
Veranda Suite fares from $14,760
Silver Suite fares from $26,640

DISCOVER LOCAL TREASURES WITH SILVERSEA

Every aspect of your time on board and ashore is designed
to be time well spent – and completely stress-free.
Imagine riding a Zodiac to King George Falls, where
cascading water drops some 80 metres. Spotting whales,
dolphins, seals, and other magniﬁcent wildlife in Kaikoura.
Sampling Melanesian specialities such as coconut crab
and New Caledonian prawns with friendly villagers.

tip
“When visiting Adelaide, don’t miss a drink
or meal on 2KW’s rooftop, with gorgeous
views of the city. Should you want something cosier and more intimate, tapas at
Paloma Bar and Pantry are a must.”
– Jan Siaosi,
Virtuoso travel advisor,

The city and vineyards are
most beautiful in spring and
early summer. The Adelaide
Hills are especially picturesque, with quintessential
South Australian scenery you
won’t get anywhere else and
true finds such as The Summertown Aristologist, my
favourite regional restaurant,
a half-hour drive from the city
centre. It reminds me of a little
restaurant and wine bar that
you’d happen upon in France,
with shared plates of locally
grown produce, homemade
bread, saucisson, and more.
Nearby, homely and welcoming
CRFT Wines has the perfect
cellar door down a driveway
through the vines. The winemakers’ dogs are often roaming
around; if it’s warm, you can
sit on the deck and have a
flight while watching the
horses graze.
Most of the wineries in South
Australia are independent,
family-owned businesses –
there’s less extravagance and
glamour than you’ll find in
places like Champagne and
Napa, and more of a connection to the grape growers. I’m
particularly attracted to our
more progressive, younger
generation of winemakers.
Because we have few, if any,
rules around what varieties
need to be planted where or
which blends must be adhered
to for specific styles, two winemakers working plots of land
next to each other can produce
strikingly different and delicious wines.
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Clare Valley
From top: Brothers Damon and
Jonathan Koerner
at their by-appointment-only cellar
door, and their
wines ready to taste.

Adelaide Hills
Left: Tasting flights with local cheese
at CRFT Wines and its cellar door in a
converted sheepshearing shed and stables.
Below: Skate culture and bottles of pinot noir and
pét-nat chardonnay at BK Wines, where owner
Brendon Keys can occasionally be found riding
the on-site half-pipe.
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McLaren Vale
Hither & Yon’s cellar
door retains the
1860s limestone
walls and slate floor
of the former Willunga butcher shop.
In typical years, the
winery frequently
hosts live music on
summer weekends
and can provide
bikes for guests to
ride on the valley’s
car-free Shiraz Trail.
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Barossa Valley
From left: En route to Barossa’s Hentley Farm, a taste of the winery’s dailychanging seven-course menu, and its
cellar door – part of the property’s
original 1840s homestead.
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Toast of the Town
How to explore South Australia, plus bars and restaurants to put on your list.
GO Swain Destinations peppers its
South Australia journey with activities such as a breakfast picnic with
kangaroos, bushwalks and mountain biking on a 24,000-hectare
Flinders Ranges sheep station, and
three nights on Kangaroo Island.
The 11-day private trip kicks off with
a guided walking tour of Adelaide’s
Central Market and features two
days of winetasting in the Barossa
and Clare valleys with accommodations at a boutique vineyard estate.
Departures: Any day, beginning 1
April, 2021.

(rather than a fresh yeast) for a
lighter and more flavourful dough.
57 Gilbert Street; madre-adl.com.
Central Adelaide’s Osteria Oggi
pairs wines with its daily menu
of fresh house-made pastas and
wood-smoked meats and seafood.
76 Pirie Street; osteriaoggi.com.au.

Open for dinner on Fridays and
lunch and dinner Saturdays and
Sundays, The Summertown
Aristologist, 30 minutes outside
the city in Adelaide Hills, specialises
in a farm-driven menu and organic,
natural local wines. 1097 Greenhill
Road, Summertown; thesummertownaristologist.com.

On-site tour operator Southern
World works with Virtuoso travel
advisors to put together a nineday exploration of South Australia, beginning with three nights
in Adelaide for wine touring and
shopping at the Adelaide Central
Market. Three nights on Kangaroo
Island bring another winery visit
as well as an outing to a remote
south coast seal colony and a
four-wheel-drive tour. The trip
wraps up at a sheep station in the
Flinders Ranges. Departures: Any
day through 2021.

EAT & DRINK Head to Adelaide’s La
Buvette for a strong selection of
South Australian natural wines
and French bites and aperitifs. 27
Gresham Street; labuvettedrinkery.
com.au.
One of the first laneway bars
that have been popping up across
the city, Clever Little Tailor draws
a loyal crowd for its cosy vibe
with craft beers, a solid whiskey
lineup, and a rotating local wine
list. 19 Peel Street; cleverlittletailor.
com.au.
Also in the city centre, Madre
serves rarely seen traditional
Neapolitan-style pizzas, made with
seawater and sourdough starter
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McLaren Vale
Raising a glass at S.C.
Pannell’s cellar door.

THE NEW GENERATION
OF LUXURY IN TOKYO
PREMIERING IN FALL 2020

〒 105-0001東京都港区虎ノ門4丁目1番1号
4-1-1, TORANOMON, MINATO-KU
TOKYO 105-0001
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ACCIDENTAL
MAGIC
GLOBE-TROTTING IMAGES FROM THE ACCIDENTALLY
WES ANDERSON COMMUNITY.

T

HE ACCIDENTALLY WES ANDERSON INSTAGRAM ACCOUNT, WITH
its million-plus followers, is a wonderland of travel photography inspired
by the distinctive symmetry, colours, and quirks of films by Wes Anderson.
Founded in 2017 by avid traveller Wally Koval, the account steadily grew into
a community of adventurers who sent in scenes from around the world that
looked straight from the sets of The Grand Budapest Hotel, The Royal Tenenbaums, and others in Anderson’s oeuvre. Koval is releasing a coffee-table
book in the U.S. and it’s filled with some of the community’s most wanderlust-inspiring photos, organised by region and marked with approximate
dates of origin. As Anderson himself writes in the foreword, “I now understand what it means to be accidentally myself.”

MARSHALL STREET BATHS

PHOTO CREDIT TKTKTK

London, England | c. 1850
Photo by Soo Burnell
In 1931, the Westminster Public Baths (aka Marshall Street Baths) were
opened to the public. Great attention was devoted to the main swimming pool, which was lined with white Sicilian marble and further embellished by Swedish green marble used at either end. The baths were
closed in 1997 for refurbishment. The 2010 reopening returned them to
their former glory, offering swimmers a tunnel into the past.
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FIGARO

South Yorkshire, England | c. 1989
Photo by Hayley Doyle
The Nissan Figaro is a happy little two-door convertible designed as a tribute to vintage microcars. Originally marketed
solely in Japan with the slogan “Back to the Future,” the minicar’s retro design was always meant to shuttle drivers to
another age. The car debuted at the 1989 Tokyo Motor show. Immediate demand so outstripped the company’s limited
run of 20,000 vehicles that prospective buyers had to enter a lottery to drive one of the cars home.
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EL RASTRO
FLEA MARKET
Madrid, Spain | c. 1740
Photo by Leah Pattem

Madrid’s open-air flea market has operated for north of 200 years in the city’s
La Latina neighbourhood. Open on Sundays and bank holidays, the market is
home to vendors who sell everything
from clothing to kitchen supplies. Shops
specialising in used books, art, and even
live birds line the adjacent streets.
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ASCENSOR
DA BICA

Lisbon, Portugal | c. 1892
Photo by Jack Spicer Adams
Ascensor (or Elevador) da Bica
climbs 240 metres up one of the
city’s steepest hills. A delightful,
leisurely ride and a hop off at
the top leads you to Miradouro
de Santa Luzia, a terrace from
which to marvel at the distinctive rooftops of mainland Europe’s westernmost capital city.
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THE WHITE CYCLONE AT
NAGASHIMA SPA LAND
Kuwana, Japan | c. 1994
Photo by Paul Hiller

Wooden coasters are extremely rare in Japan, a country with strong regulations on tree felling; the Cyclone was constructed
with enough timber to build nearly a thousand homes. When time came for renovation, it was replaced by a steel-tracked
coaster named Hakugei, or the White Whale. After a 14-year run, the Cyclone made its last spin in January 2018.
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ROBERTS COTTAGES
Oceanside, California | c. 1928
Photo by Paul Fuentes

Shortly after the town layout was completed in 1883, Oceanside, California, was marketed as a seaside resort. In 1928, A.J. Clark
bought a sizable strip of land, secured a permit, and built 24 beach cottages. The buildings still stand, representing an important
moment in Oceanside’s nascent days.
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JAPAN
RAILWAYS

Tokyo, Japan | c. 1987
Photo by
AccidentallyWesAnderson
Japan has the world’s busiest rail
network, with a daily ridership of
18.5 million. It is neither unreasonable nor unheard-of for people to set their watches based on
the precision of their train’s arrival. Conductors, drivers, and station staff have a suite of physical
gestures and vocal calls they perform, which are a crucial aspect of
the trains’ efficient operation. The
theatrical signals and seemingly
random yelps are a Japanese industrial safety method known as
pointing-and-calling, which greatly reduces workplace error.
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REYKJAVÍK OLD HARBOUR
Reykjavík, Iceland | c. 1913
Photo by Keira Lyons

While Iceland is home to the descendants of Viking settlers and their Celtic wives,
it is also home to marine animals and birdlife, including minke whales and the beloved
puffin. For those desiring a close-up view, boat tours depart daily from Reykjavík’s
Old Harbour. The harbour once allowed for the comings and goings of thousands of
fishermen, but as tourism rose over the last two decades, whale-watching ships have
joined the fishing vessels.
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Accidentally
Wes Anderson
by Wally Koval
is available in
the U.S. in October. Excerpted
with permission
from Little,
Brown and
Company.

Discover, connect,
indulge and adventure
like never before

© Luis Francisco Gonzales / PromPeru

www.visitperu.com.au
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Gallery

WINDOW SEAT
CAPTURING THE WORLD AS SEEN FROM 11,000 METRES.

Elephant Canyon
Acrylic on canvas
2019

Dallas, Texas-based artist Jim Darling’s Windows series (acrylic with layered woodwork) places viewers on familiar flights
with a peek at intricate and fluid landscapes. @jimdarling; jimdarling.com.
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Life is short.

AREN’T YOU GLAD YOU HAVE
A VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR?

Kangaroo Island, South Australia

Your time matters and you deserve the best. From weekend getaways to longer
itineraries, thank you for entrusting us with your travel dreams.

If you do not currently work with a travel advisor, it’s easy
to find the one who’s right for you at virtuoso.com.
The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso.

Your Trusted Travel Resource
Now more than ever, you need a Virtuoso travel advisor.
They’ll customise each trip with extras and perks, and act
as your advocate every step of the way.
Find one who’s right for you at virtuoso.com.

THE WORLD’S FINEST TRAVEL AGENCIES AND ADVISORS ARE VIRTUOSO.

